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Introduction
Agile software development is a methodology that emphasizes cross-functional teams interacting in close collaboration to produce working software. On occasion, it may seem disorganized and haphazard, making an effective evaluation of an offeror’s Agile effectiveness (AE) difficult. In this paper, we provide clear prescriptions for the kinds of information evaluators should seek from proposals, and how that information can be used to determine an offeror’s AE.

Evaluating Organizational Culture
When discussing how to evaluate AE, the technical aspects of the organization would seem to take precedence over human factors such as culture. Quite the opposite is true, since we can see from the Agile manifesto [1]:

- Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
- Working software over comprehensive documentation
- Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
- Responding to change over following a plan

only one of the preferred items (“Working Software”) involves the technical aspects. The remainder are human concerns, and as such, we must begin with Organizational Culture.

Organizational Certifications
The two most important organizational certifications that are beneficial to Agile programs are CMMI Development and ISO 9001.

CMMI/Dev
The Capability Maturity Model Integration for Development (CMMI/Dev) is a “collection of best practices that help organizations improve their processes.” [2] It provides “a comprehensive integrated set of guidelines for developing products and services.” [2] CMMI/Dev focuses your organization on a set of “process areas” that are developed and tuned to increase value delivered to the customer. The five maturity levels of CMMI/Dev are: 1 (Initial), 2 (Managed), 3 (Defined), 4 (Quantitatively Managed) and 5 (Optimizing).

The differences in CMMI/Dev process areas is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maturity Level 2</th>
<th>Maturity Level 3</th>
<th>Maturity Level 4</th>
<th>Maturity Level 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requirements Management</td>
<td>Requirements Management</td>
<td>Requirements Management</td>
<td>Requirements Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Monitoring and Control</td>
<td>Project Monitoring and Control</td>
<td>Project Monitoring and Control</td>
<td>Project Monitoring and Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Planning</td>
<td>Project Planning</td>
<td>Project Planning</td>
<td>Project Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration Management</td>
<td>Configuration Management</td>
<td>Configuration Management</td>
<td>Configuration Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement and Analysis</td>
<td>Measurement and Analysis</td>
<td>Measurement and Analysis</td>
<td>Measurement and Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Process Definition</td>
<td>Organizational Process Definition</td>
<td>Organizational Process Definition</td>
<td>Organizational Process Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Process Focus</td>
<td>Organizational Process Focus</td>
<td>Organizational Process Focus</td>
<td>Organizational Process Focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Training</td>
<td>Organizational Training</td>
<td>Organizational Training</td>
<td>Organizational Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Analysis and Resolution</td>
<td>Decision Analysis and Resolution</td>
<td>Decision Analysis and Resolution</td>
<td>Decision Analysis and Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Integration</td>
<td>Product Integration</td>
<td>Product Integration</td>
<td>Product Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements Development</td>
<td>Requirements Development</td>
<td>Requirements Development</td>
<td>Requirements Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Solution</td>
<td>Technical Solution</td>
<td>Technical Solution</td>
<td>Technical Solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>Validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification</td>
<td>Verification</td>
<td>Verification</td>
<td>Verification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative Project Management</td>
<td>Quantitative Project Management</td>
<td>Quantitative Project Management</td>
<td>Quantitative Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Process Performance</td>
<td>Organizational Process Performance</td>
<td>Organizational Process Performance</td>
<td>Organizational Process Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causal Analysis and Resolution</td>
<td>Causal Analysis and Resolution</td>
<td>Causal Analysis and Resolution</td>
<td>Causal Analysis and Resolution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 1 |

As can be seen, the additional investment in going from maturity level 3 to 4 is the addition of two process areas, likewise in going from 4 to 5. As can be seen in Figure 1 from the CMMI Institute, from 2007-2016, 68% of all CMMI-appraised organizations are appraised at maturity level 3. [3] Due to the various DoD software development processes that explicitly require Verification and Validation (V&V) (e.g. DoDI 5000.61, DISA SERM), as well as the preponderance of appraised organizations, **CMMI Maturity Level 3 should be the DoD’s preferred appraisal level.** Additionally, evaluators should look for how programs integrated Agile with their CMMI/Dev practices by explicitly requiring them to describe which process areas would be involved in solving a hypothetical Agile problem.
ISO 9001:2015
The Quality management standard of ISO 9001 [4] is based on principles described in ISO 9000. These principles are:

- customer focus
- leadership
- engagement of people
- process approach
- improvement
- evidence-based decision making
- relationship management

ISO 9001 uses the “Deming Cycle” – or Plan, Do, Check, Act (PDCA) cycle, to ensure an organizational commitment to quality and organizational improvement:
ISO 9001 is perfectly suited to help ensure high-quality, consistent outcomes for customers of certified services organizations, such as those that deliver Agile development services – especially when innovative practices are involved. Clause 4 of the standard focuses on “risk-based thinking”, which helps offeror’s to address opportunities and threats in today’s fast-changing technical environment. Clause 5 addresses setting objectives compatible with the strategic direction and context of the organization to ensure a customer focus, and Clause 6 addresses innovation through the focus on continual improvement.

Accordingly, it is our belief that ISO 9001 will grow in importance for both industry and government services contracting, as it ensures that the contracting services company has an organizational dedication to quality and consistent outcomes across the entire organization – including leadership. ISO 9001 should be a required DoD standard for ensuring government and taxpayer receive high-quality services and deliverables in a consistent manner. At a minimum, proposal evaluators should consider ISO 9001 certification when evaluating Agile services proposals as it increases the likelihood of acceptable to superior performance from awardees.
**Organizational Metrics**

With the CMMI/Dev process areas outlined in Table 1, it becomes apparent how metrics are crucial for the successful implementation of Agile by a program. The Measurement and Analysis process area “develop[s] and sustain[s] a measurement capability used to support management information needs.” [2].

An evaluator will have two fundamental concerns when assessing a proposal: what did you measure, and does the evidence you provide for improvements align with what was measured? Evaluators must take great care to understand the metrics measured by an offeror, and whether those metrics actually justify the AE that the offeror claims.

For example, the following scenario demonstrates metrics that seem to show improvement, but in fact mask unrelated causes. Suppose a program reported a 150% increase in development throughput during the base year of a contract, and this is quantified by number of lines of code (LOC). The offeror clearly must provide a mechanism by which they measured LOC, be it a code scanner, automated process, or manual review. Without this mechanism, the improvement suggestion should be regarded as suspect. More fundamentally, though, even if the offeror does provide a mechanism, it must be clearly understood the reason for the metric improvement. Some legitimate reasons for improvement include bona-fide developer improvement (developers getting better with a language), operational improvements so that developers aren’t constantly pulled away from projects, and improved testing performance so developers aren’t fixing old bugs. Possible illegitimate examples are staff augmentation (adding 1 more developer to a 2-developer team at more cost) or scope reduction. These reasons conceal the true origin of the improvement.

**Organizational Framework**

One aspect of the technical solution that approaches the organizational level is the organization-wide enablement of technical efficiency. By this, we mean how the offeror provides infrastructure and processes that can be utilized by, and tailored to, customer needs.

An evaluator should examine the infrastructure available to the offeror, and its reliability, integrity, and adaptability. Ask the offeror: Have they implemented robust infrastructure and processes? Would a failure of the offeror’s infrastructure lead to impairment of the mission? Does the offeror include security and insider-threat concerns in its infrastructure and policies? Is the offeror forward-looking, do they adopt new technologies with ease?

**Agile Team Structure & Incentives**

Organizational structure plays a crucial part in the effective implementation and utilization of Agile. Organizations can be broadly divided into two categories: hierarchical and cooperative. According to Koch, hierarchical organizations have communication paths that are “clearly defined and restrictive” and “communication across the hierarchy, or skipping over levels of the hierarchy, is generally seen as a breach of etiquette and may even be considered insubordination.” [1] By contrast, in cooperative organizations, “work patterns and communications [...] are fluid.” [1] While it may seem that cooperative is more conducive to Agile development, because Agile contains both hierarchical and cooperative components “adopting an Agile method could require your organization to stretch in either the hierarchical or the cooperative direction, or possibly in both.” [1]
Evaluators should examine whether the offeror has identified its specific organizational structure, and how that structure was changed by the adoption of Agile. Additionally, other team factors such as size, colocation, criticality of projects, turnover, and multiple team implementation should be examined by an evaluator. [1]

At the heart of Agile work is the development team itself. Agile teams are intended to be self-organizing, with little direct involvement from management, except when blocker removal is required. Teams organize themselves in a variety of ways and use differing methodologies, including but not limited to SCRUM, Extreme Programming (XP), Pair Programming, etc. Evaluators should ask the offeror to clearly describe what methodology was used for team organization, and how that methodology interacted with management and the customer, and what benefit was derived.

Finally, Agile team members’ incentives should be examined by an evaluator. Agile, by construction, is a dynamic organizational process which provides great fluidity and opportunity for technical professionals. This may be hard for teams and management to adapt to. “The adoption of an Agile method will significantly alter the behaviors required by your employees.” [1]

An evaluator should be cognizant of how the offeror identified favorable and unfavorable behaviors, and how the incentive package and reward system was tailored to maximize team productivity. For example, this can be accomplished by examining the dynamics of new teams, or teams with turnover. Observing whether the incentive structure is correlated with improvements in performance can provide evidence for the incentive package’s effectiveness.

**Approach to Innovation**

Often it occurs during the period of performance that innovative work must be done to satisfy the customer’s requirements. Offeror’s with robust and formal approaches to innovation are more capable at delivering innovative solutions than those without. As an example, organizations with robust innovation programs are oriented to continuously look for ways to reduce cost, increase quality/functionality and increase velocity in a manner that is correlated to strategic objectives of the customers they service. This requires understanding the strategic objectives of their customers, how to build and balance their innovation portfolio according to those objectives and types of innovation, how to perform research in an efficient manner that eliminates non-intelligent innovation failures, how to generate insight using one of several innovation ideation methodologies, how to develop prototypes using a rigorous stage gate process that ensures efficiency and reduces financial risk, and how to measure and assess their efforts to ensure continual improvement.

An evaluator should examine the offeror’s approach to innovation, from both a cultural and experiential frame of reference. How does the approach classify different innovative projects? Does the offeror measure its innovation effectiveness, and provide feedback to improve the process? What are some of the offeror’s examples of innovation in Agile programs that have increased efficiency for the team and reduced costs for the customer? Has the offeror integrated Agile into its approach to Innovation? [5]
Evaluating Past Performance

With the Organizational Culture defined, the second aspect to evaluating Agile programs is examining the past performance records of the organization. **Evaluators should insist that past performance be supportable by documented evidence including, but not limited to, CPARS, contract deliverables, and status reports (monthly, quarterly, etc.).**

Number and Types of Agile Programs

The size and scope of an organization’s Agile efforts demonstrates the maturity of their processes and procedures. Having a central framework to manage hundreds of Agile development projects simultaneously has more capability than an ad-hoc SCRUM team. **Evaluators should obtain information on the size and scope of an offeror’s Agile programs, as well as what contract types those were executed under (e.g. firm-fixed price, cost plus fixed fee), as well as evidence that the programs were managed effectively given those contract types.**

**From a technical perspective, evaluators should examine the number and types of computing environments managed by the offeror (e.g. Development, Test, Production), as well as the infrastructure types (e.g. on-premises, Government cloud, commercial cloud, hybrid, etc.).**

While the Agile process and team structure are important to determining the efficiency and effectiveness of Agile execution, ultimately the most important component is delivery of capability. **Evaluators should obtain evidence of major capability deliveries, how they were conducted within the Agile framework, and lessons learned by the offeror. Was our Agile approach effective? Did we have to deliver partial capability? Were there any external hindrances?**

**Evaluators should examine how the offeror performed in the following domains: schedule, budget, quality, cycle time, productivity, and volatility utilizing the organizational metrics defined and highlighted above. The offeror’s metrics should be sufficient and consistent enough to report on all the categories above.**

From a Cyber Security perspective, DoD is in the midst of a migration of the information assurance framework from DIACAP to RMF. Possessing experience in RMF (e.g. obtaining ATOs, categorizing systems, complying with controls) has a premium in today’s environment, particularly with the ever-increasing risk of cyber attacks. **Evaluators should obtain and validate evidence of the offeror’s experience with RMF.**

Evaluating Technical Methodologies

With Organizational Culture and Past Performance identified and analyzed, the final step is to determine the Organization’s technical capabilities. The details of the technical solution are unique to each problem; however, a robust technical framework can allow organizations to provide many different technical approaches very effectively.
Tailoring of Technical Framework
This is accomplished by borrowing the notion of a tailored approach from CMMI. While CMMI tailors processes and procedures to customer needs, we can do the same for the technical approach. **Evaluators should ask and obtain detailed descriptions of what are the offeror’s core technical competencies, and how were those tailored to customer needs. Additionally, as requirements change, the offeror should be able to demonstrate how the tailored solution adapted.**

Most evaluation processes place a heavy emphasis on tools and programming languages, to ensure that the technical stack and labor expertise are aligned with the requirements. **Evaluators should be familiar with alternative tools and languages that are similar enough to the need to enable easy adaptation, but also should require the proposer to explain how such adaptation will be achieved in a timely manner.**

Automation and Configuration Management
Automation of technical processes enables increases in speed, efficiency and decreases in human-induced errors. Having automated technical processes (code builds, installations, upgrades, provisioning, etc.) allow organizations to perform more consistent work with less capital investment. **Evaluators should determine the offeror’s automation capabilities, their ability to tailor those capabilities, and evidence of how the capabilities benefited previous customers.**

In a similar way, Configuration Management (CM) provides consistency between disparate components of the information system, and also decreases human-induced errors. There are many automated CM tools available, and there is an entire CMMI/Dev process area focused on CM. **Evaluators should determine the offeror’s preferred CM tools, obtain evidence of their effective use, and insist on documented evidence of effectiveness arising from CMMI CM audits.**

Risk Determination
One of the most critical metrics, one that has an entire CMMI/Dev process area devoted to it, is Risk. Risks come in many forms, particularly “Risk management should consider both internal and external, as well as both technical and non-technical, sources of cost, schedule, performance, and other risks.”[2]. Risks can be both qualitative and quantitative, depending on the particular nature of the risk and the relevant process areas that it interacts with. According to CMMI/Dev, Risk Management is divided into the following: definition of a risk management strategy, identifying and analyzing risks, and handling of identified risks (risk mitigation plans).[2] The first of these can be defined at the organizational level, however the risk management strategy, identification, and handling should always be tailorable and tailored to the specific project. **An evaluator should examine how the risk management activities were tailored.**

To provide objective analysis and insight to the customer, **risks should be quantitative whenever possible.** Risk analysis can be unbiased with quantitative metrics. **An evaluator should examine specific risk metrics and determine their unbiased objectivity.**
Lessons Learned

Ultimately, even with a robust CMMI infrastructure, automated tools, and thorough audits of capability, issues will arise that require innovative approaches to resolve. **Evaluators should ask offerors to describe incidents where results were not what was anticipated, the steps that the offeror took to remedy the situation, and how those steps were incorporated into an organizational process to prevent/mitigate such incidents in the future.** An offeror’s ability to respond dynamically to change and adversity is a hallmark of the Agile process, and as such, descriptions of adverse situations can be very insightful in the evaluation process.
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